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Little Golden Books art comes to Dearborn
Julie Hinds
Columnist
Detroit Free Press
USA TODAY NETWORK

“The Poky Little Puppy.” “Home for a Bunny.” “Tootle.” From baby boomers to post-millennials, Little Golden Books have been read,
clutched, hugged, scribbled on, chewed and
loved by children all generations.
To celebrate this year’s 75th anniversary of
Little Golden Books, an awesome exhibit of art
is running now through Dec. 17 at the University of Michigan-Dearborn.
Tucked inside the Alfred Berkowitz Gallery
at the Mardigian Library, it features 65 original
drawings for Little Golden Books from an array
of famous illustrators, including Garth Williams, Richard Scarry and Margaret Wise
Brown.
This Friday, the history and genius of the
classic book line will be the topic of guest
speaker Diane Muldrow at a free reception. She
edits the Little Golden Books, which now have
a home at Random House.
Muldrow also is the author of best-selling
spin-offs for grown-ups, like her latest, “Everything I Need to Know About Family I Learned
from a Little Golden Book.” Consider it the perfect prep for your Thanksgiving dinner.
Here, edited for length and clarity, is a conversation with Muldrow that could make you
feel like a kid again.

This Garth Williams illustration appeared in
“Baby Animals,” a Little Golden Book from
1953. RANDOM HOUSE

QUESTION: I’m looking at the Little
Golden Books titles and practically crying,
because I remember each one of them. Is
this the typical response when people talk
about them, that it’s very emotional?
ANSWER: Yes. I wrote a piece for Huffington Post a few years ago and I think I said that
whenever I say what I do for a living, the response is always, “Awwwww!” And then the
person tells me what their favorite Little Golden was. It’s happened over and over and I love
it. I never get tired of it.
Q: Now we take it for granted how beautiful children’s books can be. Were the Golden Books pioneers of this?
A: They really were. They launched in 1942,

during the height of America’s involvement in
World War II. People needed some comfort on
the home front. It was a time of hardship and
rationing. Not every small town had a library.
But Little Golden Books came around and they
were only 25 cents. This was really revolutionary, because, at that time, children’s books
were basically a luxury item. They weren’t as
ubiquitous as they are now.
Q: I always had a sense as a kid that Little
Golden Books were made just for me, that I
didn’t need an adult to read it or interact
with it. It was a really personal relationship. Is that something that’s made them
special?
A: Yeah. It’s a little thing that’s a big thing,
the fact that they had a nameplate. Little Golden Books were really about pride of ownership.
They were often the first books children had of
their own. They were durable and strong and
meant to be loved. It really felt like yours because you wrote your name in it. And how does
that not foster a love of reading?
Q: How do you view your responsibility
today to Golden Books? Now they’re hip
enough to have Grumpy Cat in them.
A: I take it very seriously. I reissue old titles
each year, but I also publish a lot of new titles,
some of which I’ve written. I want to make sure
that the new books have the same classic feel
and inspire the same love that the vintage ones
do. The art has to be fresh and new, yet it can’t
easily date. It’s the same with the content. It
has to have a cozy feel or a fun storytelling

Little Golden Books editor
Diane Muldrow
5 p.m. Fri.

Family Afternoon with Little
Golden Books
1-4 p.m. Nov. 18
Little Golden Books exhibit at the Alfred Berkowitz Gallery
Exhibit runs through Dec. 17
Mardigian Library on the campus of University
of Michigan-Dearborn
https://library.umd.umich.edu
Events are free

style. It has to feel like a modern classic.
Q: I just found online the Tiny Golden
Books set of 36 miniature books, which I
had as a child and treasured. I wish I hadn’t
worn it to pieces, because it’s selling now
for $800.
A: Yeah, that’s the problem. We wore those
little books to shreds. We should have (bought)
an extra one that we kept apart from everything. But nobody did that.
Contact Detroit Free Press pop culture critic
Julie Hinds: 313-222-6427 or jhinds@freepress.com.

Reiner’s ‘LBJ’ paints timid
portrait of 36th president
Michael Phillips
Chicago Tribune

Director Rob Reiner’s “LBJ,” starring Woody
Harrelson facially encased in latex and makeup best categorized as a good try, arrives in
theaters a year after its Toronto International
Film Festival premiere and 16 months after “All
the Way” (Bryan Cranston reprising his Tony
Award-winning performance of LBJ) debuted
on HBO.
The timing puts this latest LBJ screen portrait at a disadvantage. It’s a passably engaging biopic focusing on a few short and hugely Woody Harrelson plays President Lyndon B.
eventful years in the life of the 36th U.S. presi- Johnson in “LBJ.” ELECTRIC ENTERTAINMENT
dent, but it wouldn’t raise questions about
Harrelson’s prostheses and makeup, for starters, if the drama carried more urgency.
‘LBJ’
HBO’s “All the Way” began with Johnson’s
momentous Nov. 27, 1963, address to Con- eeEE
gress, five days after the JFK assassination. Rated R; language
“LBJ” uses that speech, part eulogy and part
declaration of civil rights principles, as a cli- 1 hour, 38 minutes
max, not a prologue. The script by Joey Hartstone returns to the assassination at Dealey
Plaza in Dallas, over and over, as a motif, while comforter, manipulator and dimensional hufocusing on Johnson’s vice presidency under man being. “You knew what you wanted,” she
Kennedy (Jeffrey Donovan, all lockjaw vowel tells her insecure husband. “And you got it.”
sounds). The film is especially harsh in its porDecked out in the requisite lobe job, hairline
trayal of attorney general Robert F. Kennedy and horn rims, Harrelson valiantly creates a
(Michael Stahl-David) as a steely weasel of an performance halfway between impersonation
operator who is initally uncomprehending of and suggestion. He’s often touching, and he
Johnson’s usefulness.
clearly enjoys the ribald side of Johnson, who
Here’s what you don’t get in “LBJ.” You was, in his own words, the only politician in
don’t get any conspiracy theories regarding Washington fluent in the languages of both
the assassination, and you don’t get more than Kennedy and Dixiecrat. Richard Jenkins sidles
a muttered sentence or two about the war in up to the role of Johnson’s longtime crony,
Vietnam (Johnson’s ultimate political undo- Democratic Sen. Richard Russell of Georgia.
ing). What you get is a straightfoward, frusIt’s fun to watch Jenkins and Harrelson
tratingly mild portrait of a big man who, in lock horns over drinks and dinner and good ol’
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“Hamilton”-speak,
wanted
to Press,
be in the
room
boy conversation. But it’s unmistakable: JenNovember
3, 2017 3:08
pm (GMT
where
it happened,
but who
really+4:00)
just wanted kins (though a little light and wobbly on the
to be loved and respected.
dialect) relaxes into an easy-breathing perfor“Nominations are not won on the campaign mance. Harrelson never quite gets there. He’s
trail. They are won on the convention floor!” locked inside a second-rate makeup job and

Sarah Gadon plays Irish-born housemaid Grace Marks on “Alias Grace.” JAN THIJS, NETFLIX
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contrast, “Alias Grace” looks at the past to
demonstrate how economic inequality can hit
mothers, wives, sisters and daughters the
hardest. Find anything contemporary about
those messages?
“Alias Grace” also explores immigration, reproductive rights and conditions in prisons
and mental hospitals as it attempts to figure
out whether Irish-born housemaid Grace
(played by Sarah Gadon) is actually guilty of
killing her employer and his housekeeper (Anna Pacquin). In an interesting side note, Atwood’s novel was inspired by a real-life 19thcentury murder case that was widely publicized.
As the series begins, viewers learn that
Grace and a stable hand (Kerr Logan) were
both convicted of the crimes and he was executed. When we meet her, she has spent the
last 15 years behind bars. A psychiatrist (Edward Holcroft) is hired to find out if she should
be released on grounds of insanity. Is Grace a
reliable narrator of her own story, or isn’t she?
Is her crime being a killer or being a poor, pow-

Harron saw Bale’s character “as a guy who’s
prey to the usual male drives and compulsions. He just acts out a little more,” according
to Ebert.
Polley’s crisp dialogue and Harron’s confident, stately visual sense combine in “Alias
Grace” to create a sense of quiet dread that is
riveting. Grace, whose stony reserve is played
to perfection by Gadon, is a very real character, and yet she’s also a metaphor for every
woman who’s lost her mother too early, or
been hit and abused by her drunken father, or
sent off to support her siblings before she can
realize any dreams of her own.
Grace gets woke, in the modern sense,
when she goes to Toronto to work as a servant
in a rich household and meets another maid,
Mary, a secret progressive who supported a
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failed rebellion to overthrow
Canada’s
ruling
class.
“We didn’t lose,” Mary insists. “We just
haven’t won yet.” Just as Grace begins to imag-

All six episodes available Friday

